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Researchers looking for a higher temporal resolution of cognitive functions are turning to
magnetoencephalography (MEG) as an extension to MRI. Progress made in MEG imaging,
especially in terms of the sensors employed, is opening up a broader range of applications.

Progress in
magnetoencephalography

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) cannot oper  -
ate at the temporal resolution required for stu-

dying cognitive functions, which unfold at intervals
of around a few tens of milliseconds. This pushes
researchers to turn to a second imaging method cal-
led magnetoencephalography (MEG), which has the
strength of being able to track the spatiotemporal time
course of brain activity in both adults and children
(Focus C, The main methods of medical imaging,
p. 36). Virtually all the centres in the international
platforms similar in scope to the NeuroSpin neuro-
imaging facilities at the CEA's Saclay centre (in the
Essonne) are equipped with an MEG system.
This is why NeuroSpin's Cognitive Neuroimaging
Laboratory joined forces with the CEA's Laboratory
of Condensed Matter Physics and Finnish company
Elekta Neuromag in order to equip NeuroSpin with
a next-generation MEG facility. Ultimately, it will be
possible to run cognition-targeted experiments in elec-
troencephalography (EEG), MEG and MRI, in the
same volunteers and on the same day. The project
includes a key technological strand designed to deve-
lop software for integrating EEG, MEG and MRI
 biosignals and new, ultra-sensitive magnetic field sen-
sors based on spintronics. Several cognitive science
and neurology teams will use these tools to study higher
cognitive functions and their disorders in both adults
and children.

More than just complementing EEG 
and fMRI

The Cognitive Neuroimaging Unit (an Inserm-CEA
joint research unit) now has many years' experience
in using high-density-array digital EEG (with 128
or 256 sensors) with functional MRI (fMRI) to
study the brain mechanisms underpinning human
cognition. However, the EEG has its limits, and for
certain applications it is being outstripped by MEG.
MEG offers better spatial sampling (over 300 sen-
sors), while at the same time the spatial selectivity
of the sensors (especially with planar gradiometers)
coupled with reduced spatial distortion of mag -
netic signals enables a sharper and more realistic
reconstruction of the signal source in the cortex.
MEG also offers improved temporal  resolution (digi-
tal conversion > 5 kHz) and may be better suited
than EEG to detect high-frequency synchronous
activity signals. Finally, the fact that EEG and MEG
are also not sensitive to the same brain sources
means that they are naturally complementary,
making it possible to study human cerebral cortex
activity as a whole.

MEG imaging revealing a significant correlation between brain activity and hand speed
during a specific task (in this case, handling a computer mouse). The brain shown at
middle is a side view, while the brain image shown at bottom is of one of its median areas.
The MEG imaging technique highlights a network of regions in which low-frequency brain
activity is synchronised to hand speed. The plots show hand speed (in green) recorded over
a 3-second window, and the corresponding brain activity (in blue) in the main region
associated with hand-based motor activity.
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With highly sophisticated signal processing algo-
rithms handling both EEG signals and MEG signals,
it becomes possible to generate fairly realistic recons-
tructions of the time-course of cortical activity as
it would have been recorded at every point of the
cortex surface, with a temporal resolution of down
to just a few milliseconds. This is how detailed  images
have recently been produced showing the dynamics
of human brain activity during tasks like under -
standing words being read or heard (Figure 1). It
should however be stressed that these images are
only computer-generated statistical reconstructions
and not direct observations of cortical activity, and
therefore continue to be revised and enhanced. That
said, there is no denying that the images produced
from MEG data over the last three years have  reached
an unprecedented level of precision and credibility,
comparable to those obtained through functional
MRI or positron emission tomography.
Brain disease research has also capitalised on the
level of sensitivity offered by MEG to detect faint
spatial or temporal anomalies in brain activity. For
instance, imaging brain activity during one-word
reading tasks performed by dyslexic children revea-
led significant anomalies in brain activity at 170 ms
post-stimulus in the left ventral occipito-temporal
region involved in the invariant recognition of the
visual word form. A number of clinical applications
are currently under development, especially in epi-
leptology, where MEG is providing fundamental
information on seizure location and epileptiform
activity.

MEG, if used standalone, also has its limits. Given
that MEG is based on magnetic field mapping, it
still suffers from weaknesses in spatial resolution(1),
since there is a lingering ambiguity in the resolu-
tion of the "inverse problem", which consists in
reconstructing the sources of in-head brain activity
from EEG or MEG data. MEG is also limited in its
ability to detect certain types of deep-brain signals
and signals oriented perpendicularly to the scalp
surface. For example, MEG struggles with signals
from the anterior cingulate cortex, whose role in
executive control and disorders in schizophrenia
makes it the focus of intensive research. Fortunately
enough, this is an area that can benefit from a three-
way interplay between the natural complementary
strengths of MEG, EEG and fMRI.

EEG, bridging the gap between MEG and
fMRI

MEG is especially sensitive to signal sources from the
sidewalls of cortical sulci, whereas EEG responses are
more selectively focalised to radial sources at gyri sur-
faces – precisely the same sources that are the least visi-
ble under MEG. There is also research to suggest that
the two methods may be differentially sensitive to 
high-frequency synchronous signals. The hypothesis,
although subject to contention, is that activity in the

Figure 1. 
A distributed cortical activity sequence taken during a word processing task, reconstructed from MEG data (at left, taken from Marinkovic et al. 2003) 
and from EEG data (at right, taken from Sergent et al. 2005). The spatial localisation of signal sources is clearly not as sharp in EEG as in MEG 
(just compare the images of written words measured at 300 ms).

(1) This is why tiny coils of known spatial position 
are often placed on the subject's scalp, which generates a signal
on the magnetic field map.
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How does a hybrid sensor work?
A hybrid sensor consists of a large superconducting loop containing a
micron-scale constriction (Figure). A magnetic field applied to the loop
creates an electric current. There is a very high current density at the con -
striction that creates a local field several thousand times higher than the
initial field applied. This field is then measured using a micron-scale mag -
netic sensor called a giant magnetoresistor. It is the giant magnetoresistors
developed through spintronics that are the field sensors used in the 
read/write heads of today's hard disk drives. The device is sensitive enough
to measure fields as low as a femtotesla (10-15 tesla).
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gamma band(2) is easily detectable with EEG whereas
activity in the beta band(3) is touted as being more visi-
ble with MEG(4). Finally, fMRI is able to pinpoint hae-
modynamic signals that are slow (BOLD signals) but
whose amplitude correlates strongly to the high-
 frequency signals that both EEG and MEG can meas -
ure. fMRI signals present excellent spatial resolution
(to around 1 or 2 mm) but there is a trade-off with the
significantly smoothed temporal resolution due to
convolution with the haemodynamic response func-
tion. Although there are experimental short-cuts that
can cut the temporal resolution of fMRI down to a few
hundred milliseconds, EEG and MEG still offer a 
far sharper temporal resolution, at least one order of
magnitude better.
The NeuroSpin team intends to exploit the respective
advantages of all three techniques by running partially
simultaneous recordings. The plan is to conduct the
same cognitive experiments in the same patients and
healthy volunteers, employing two imaging schemes:
one combining simultaneous EEG and fMRI, the other
combining simultaneous MEG and EEG. In this way,
high-resolution EEG acts as a bridge between MEG
and fMRI. Methods have already been developed to
cross-correlate simultaneously-recorded EEG and fMRI
signals and thereby achieve a spatial resolution typi-
cal of MRI but with the temporal resolution of EEG
sources. Similarly, simultaneously recording EEG 
and MEG signals will hike up the spatio-temporal 
resolution of the distributed source reconstructions.
The team then intends to harness together the three
source signals (EEG, MEG and fMRI) in the same 
software platform, and thus produce high-precision
brain activity models.
The researchers hope that they will ultimately be able
to run MEG and low-field MRI simultaneously, on the
same apparatus, and thereby create a MEG system boas-
ting excellent spatial resolution. A major European
initiative to drive the project was launched in early
2008.

Novel sensors for MEG

The magnetic fields emitted by neuronal currents,
reaching only 10 femtotesla (1 fT = 10-15 tesla), are
extremely weak. By comparison, the Earth's mag -
netic field is 10 billion times stronger! The only sen-
sor devices currently capable of detecting these extre-
mely weak signals are SQUIDs cooled at liquid
helium (4 K) to reach the femtotesla-scale noise
levels required.
The Laboratory of Condensed Matter Physics has
developed a new type of sensor, called a hybrid 
sensor, capable of achieving this level of sensitivity
(see Box). The devices currently available offer noise
levels as low as 5 fT/√Hz at 4 K and 30 fT/√Hz at
77 K (the temperature of liquid nitrogen). Next-
generation hybrid sensors now being manufactured
in Germany are expected to post performances down

Figure. 
An example of a hybrid sensor. In blue, the superconducting loop; in white, 
the (C-shaped) magnetoresistive sensor; in yellow, the resistance measurement
contacts.
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A magnetoencephalography system.

(2) Gamma band: rhythmic activity in the brain (obtained
through wavelet analysis or Fourier transform of the
electroencephalographic signal) in the 30 to 100 Hz frequency
band.

(3) Beta band: rhythmic activity in the brain in the 15 to 30 Hz
frequency band.

(4) See, for example, J. GROSS et al., PNAS, 2004.
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to 1 fT/√Hz at 4 K and 5 fT/√Hz at 77 K. A liquid-
nitrogen-cooled MEG device would present the dual
advantage of making it possible to dispense with a
metal-based shielding screen – which is a signifi-
cant cause of noise – and being placeable closer to
the skull, which would make the signals far more
robust and more precise, particularly in children.
Furthermore, these hybrid sensors have proven 
particularly well geared to low-field magnetic reso-
nance detection systems, opening up the possibility
of building a hybrid system combining MEG meas-
urement and low-field MRI.

Applications in a wide range of fields

NeuroSpin's magnetoencephalography centre will be
opening its doors to all interested laboratories. The
wide range of clinical and cognitive applications offe-
red by MEG has prompted several research groups
to step forward and state their interest in one day
using this equipment. The projects earmarked for
launch in the short term are built to cover the main
research thrusts in human cognition, human brain
development, and the related pathologies.

Human cognition and related pathologies
The human brain exhibits unique skills in language,
reading, reasoning and conscious control. These skills
are also vulnerable to specific pathologies. This is why
any animal model of dyslexia or schizophrenia could
never be entirely satisfactory. Hence, in these domains
so specific to human primates, brain imaging is a 
one-of-a-kind tool for non-invasive in vivo explora-
tion - no other animal-based method could hope to
take its place.
It has been at least a decade now that fMRI has been
able to anatomically map out the cerebral networks
involved in these core cognitive functions. This is why
CEA researchers believe the next step will be the tem-
poral dissection of human cognitive processes, and much
or most of their projects are centred on understan-
ding the dynamics of brain activity. How, and how
fast, is a written or spoken word unconsciously 
processed and consciously perceived? What cascade

of cerebral activity makes it possible to recognize the
word form, its pronunciation, and then its meaning?
How are these processes disorganized in schizophre-
nia, or in dyslexic children, or in adults who become
alexic (word-blind) following a stroke? What is the
interplay between these cognitive functions and either
normal or epilepsy-triggered spontaneous brain 
activity?

Human brain development and related
pathologies
Human brain development is one of the most unchar-
ted fields in cognitive neuroscience. If it has been 
seemingly left by the wayside, it is mainly because of a
lack of suitable investigative methods. The Cognitive
Neuroimaging Laboratory has pioneered infant brain
imaging, first by EEG, and then on to fMRI. There are
nevertheless some highly sensitive issues with using
these methods, especially MRI which involves high
acoustic noise. MEG, though, which is totally silent yet
offers a highly precise spatial resolution of up to 2 mm,
could well play a pivotal role in characterising brain
activity in children and infants. A number of research
projects are addressing questions related specifically to
brain development. How is the infant brain wired for
language, and how is this language organisation alte-
red in children born premature? How does the brain
change its organisational structure when reading skills
are acquired? Why do dyslexic children struggle to learn
to read? Child epilepsy and its consequences on cogni-
tive development will obviously be a natural focus of
clinical applications at the MEG centre.

> Stanislas Dehaene 
Institute of Biomedical Imaging – NeuroSpin

Life Sciences Division
CEA Saclay Centre

and Claude Fermon 
Saclay Institute of Matter and Radiation (IRAMIS)

Physical Sciences Division
CEA Saclay Centre

Auditory responses to syllables, as recorded by MEG in infants at different times during the first year of life. (Results obtained by Patricia K. Kuhl and team,
Institute for Learning and Brain Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, USA).
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Medical imaging is a unique, non-invasive
set of techniques that make it possible to
visualise biological processes actually
within living organisms themselves. It is
a key means for providing insight into
physiology and pathology, and ultimately
for disease diagnosis, prognosis and the-
rapy. Imaging is therefore the first-choice
investigative tool in several branches of
medicine and biology.
Medical imaging started with X-ray radia-
tion and then developed further with the
discovery of artificial radioactivity and the
allied screening techniques. The next
leaps forward, first to Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance (NMR) and then to supercon-
ducting magnets, led to technological
breakthroughs in Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI).
One of the key dynamic human brain ima-
ging methods is Electroencephalography
(EEG) which uses electrodes fitted on the
scalp to measure the electrical activity
produced by the brain through synaptic
currents generated in neurons. EEG gives
information on the time-locked neuro-
physiological activity of the brain, and in
particular the cerebral cortex. This infor-
mation is used in neurology for diagnostics,
or in cognitive neuroscience for research.

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) records
the magnetic fields produced by the cur-
rents generated by neurons in the brain,
using sensors fitted close to the head.
MEG is employed in clinical settings by
neurologists, especially when the focus is
on epilepsy, and for cognitive neuroscience
research. MEG can also be used to study
developmental disorders like dyslexia,
psychiatric disorders like schizophrenia
and neurodegenerative disorders like
Parkinson's and Alzheimer's.
Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
consists in intravenously administering a
tracer molecule labelled with a radioac-
tive isotope and using external detection
techniques to track how a normal or dis-
eased organ functions. Radioactive tra-
cers present the same physico-chemical
properties as their non-radioactive coun-
terparts, with the exception that they are
able to emit radiation. This means that
they act as a marker that is followed, using
appropriate detection methods, to track
the previously-labelled molecule’s kine-
tics through the body. The data gathered
is then analysed and transformed using
a mathematical model to generate a
screen image showing where the radio-
tracer settles in the body. PET is a wide -
spread technique in physiological or
pathophysiological studies on cognition
and behaviour and is commonly used to
study central nervous system disorders

The main methods of medical imaging
CFOCUS

A PET image. The PET camera detects the positrons emitted by radioactive tracers previously 
injected into the living subject, and 3D images of the target organ are reconstructed 
by computer analysis.
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Melancholic depression. PET images
measuring regional energy activities merged
with the aMRI image of the patient's brain.
Areas of hypoactivation are individually
detected.



such as epilepsy, cerebral ischaemia,
stroke, and neurodegenerative disorders
(Parkinson's disease, Huntington's dis-
ease).
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a
non-invasive in vivo imaging method. MRI
is capable of studying 'soft' tissue such as
the brain, bone marrow, or muscle, for
example. It can be used to map anatomic
structure (anatomical MRI, or aMRI), moni-
tor organ function (functional MRI, fMRI)
and track various processes of metabolism
(Magnetic Reso nance Spectroscopy, MRS).
After its first developments in 1946, MRI
uses the physical phenomenon of NMR that
exploits the magnetic properties of atomic
nuclei. Certain nuclei, such as the hydro-
gen nuclei for example, have a weak mag -
netic moment, or spin. NMR works by
detecting variations in the magnetisation
of atomic nuclei in response to an extre-
mely powerful magnetic field and electro-
magnetic wave-driven excitation. When an
electromagnetic wave is applied at the right
frequency, i.e. the resonance frequency,

these nuclei change alignment and emit
signals as they return to their initial posi-
tion. Technological advances in computing
and magnetic fields have taken NMR from
condensed matter physics on to chemical
analysis and then structural biology, and
more recently into medical ima-
ging.
Anatomical MRI. MRI makes
it possible to visually
display all body organs.
The resonance, under a
very-high magnetic
field, of water molecu-
les, which are naturally
abundant in most bio-
logical tissues, is used
to generate cross-sec-
tional images detailing
brain structures (grey
matter, white matter) down
to the millimetre and even
less. Radiologists use 'ana-
tomical' imaging to detect
and localize brain lesions.

Functional MRI. The recent acceleration in
data acquisition and processing has led to
the advent of ‘functional’ MRI, which is able
to show neural activity in different brain
regions. Indeed, speaking, reading, moving
or thinking all activate certain areas in the
brain. This neuronal activation triggers a
local increase in blood flow in the brain
regions concerned. Although it cannot
directly detect neuronal activity, fMRI is able
to detect the local, transient increase in
blood flow that neuronal activity causes,
which it does by gauging the magnetization
of the haemoglobin contained in red blood
cells.
Diffusion MRI (dMRI). Diffusion MRI is a
powerful tool for measuring the movements
of water molecules at the microscopic scale,
thereby providing a precise architecture of
the neuronal tissue and its variations. It
offers a more direct method of measuring
than other conventionally used imaging
techniques. Diffusion MRI makes it possi-
ble to investigate tissue structure at a much
finer scale than the millimetre scale offe-
red by MRI image resolution, with the added
advantage of being much faster.
This array of medical imaging technologies
is rounded off by nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy (MRS), a non-invasive
method of gaining biochemical and meta-
bolic information on the central nervous
system. MRS, which is based on the same
principles as MRI, can be used to provide
precise quantitative data on dozens of dif-
ferent molecules.

Image acquired through the SHFJ's 3-T MRI system at Orsay (Essonne). This technique provides
extremely high-precision analysis of infectious or inflammatory lesions, brain vessel damage, and
tumours.
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dMRI can diagnose certain pathologies very early on and
provide images of the connective fiber clusters (white matter)
that network the various brain regions together.
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Some historical background
Trains "flying" above the track using
magnetic levitation, electricity storage
finally resolved using giant magnetic
coils, electrotechnical instruments and
electric power transmission cables with
no joule losses, magnetic fields that can
be used to explore the human body and
deliver even higher resolution images.
People have been marvelling at the
potential uses of superconductivity since
1911 when Dutch physicist Heike
Kammerlingh-Onnes first discovered the
extraordinary property exhibited by
superconducting materials; their elec-
trical resistance drops to zero below a
certain critical temperature (which varies
with their isotopic mass). This discovery
won him the Nobel Prize in Physics
in 1913.
Apart from zero electrical resistance
and optimal electrical conductivity, the
superconductors discovered by Kam -
merlingh-Onnes (later named type I
superconductors) possess another
remarkable property manifested by the
Meissner effect, discovered in 1933 by
German physicists Walter Meissner and

Robert Ochsenfeld. If we ignore the
London penetration depth(1), supercon-
ductors can be said to exhibit perfect dia-
magnetism, i.e. the superconducting
material fully expulses its internal
magnetic field up to a certain critical
field value whereas, in theory, the
magnetic field of a material with perfect
conduction of electricity should equal
that of the externally applied field.
Herein lies the second obstacle that
continues to hamper superconductor
applications: superconductivity is lost at
above a critical magnetic field strength.
For many years physicists thought there
was only one type of superconductivity
and that the magnetic anomalies ob -
served in some samples were due solely
to the presence of impurities. In
the 1950s, however, Russian physicists
Vitaly L. Ginzburg and Lev Davidovitch
Landau came up with the theory that

there were actually two types of super-
conductors.
In 1957, the Russian-American physi-
cist Alexei A. Abrikosov finally  confirmed
type II superconductivity. Type II super-
conductors exhibit a completely  different
type of magnetisation characterised by
a mixed state that allows them to retain
their superconducting state even in
intense magnetic fields. This means they
are not subject to the Meissner effect.
In 2003, Abrikosov, Ginzburg and the
Anglo-American physicist Anthony J.
Leggett were awarded the Nobel Prize
in Physics for their research into super-
conductors.
It was also in 1957 that American phy-
sicists John Bardeen, Leon N. Cooper
and John R. Schrieffer published their
theory of superconductivity, which won
them the 1972 Nobel Prize in Physics.
This BCS theory (named after the first
letter of their surnames) postulates that
electrons move through a conductor as
Cooper pairs (two electrons with oppo-
site spin). These pairs act like spin-zero
bosons and condense into a single quan-
tum state via a phonon interaction, which

Superconductivity and superconductors
BFOCUS

One of the main fields of application of superconductivity is medical imaging. This is the 3-tesla magnetic resonance imager at the SHFJ hospital 
in Orsay (Essonne).
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(1) In 1935, Fritz and Heinz London proposed
another explanation for the Meissner effect 
by claiming that the magnetic field decreases 
with depth from the surface of a superconducting
material over a characteristic length λL known 
as the penetration depth.



is also a quantized mode of vibration. It
is this electron-phonon interaction that
underpins resistivity and superconducti-
vity. Ions move in response to the ultra-
fast passage of an electron (106 m/s),
 thereby creating an area of positive elec-
trical charge which is held after the
 passage of the electron. This attracts an -
other electron that pairs up with the first
electron thereby resisting the Coulomb
repulsion but not thermal agitation, which
explains why temperature has such an
adverse effect on superconductivity.
The BCS theory, which applies to
 'conventional' superconductors, did not
however provide for the appearance of
superconductivity at fairly high tempera-
tures, i.e. higher than the temperature of
liquid nitrogen (77 K, i.e. – 196 °C), and a
fortiori at ambient temperature. This 77 K
threshold was reached by using compounds
such as Y-Ba-Cu-O (current records stand
at around 165 K, at high pressure, and
138 K, i.e. – 135 °C, at standard pressure).
German physicist Johannes Georg
Bednorz and Swiss physicist Karl
Alexander Müller were awarded the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1987 for their work on
unconventional superconductors. They
discovered a lanthanum-based copper
oxide perovskite material that exhibited
superconducting properties at a tempe-
rature of 35 K (- 238 °C). By replacing lan-
thanum with yttrium, particularly in
YBa2Cu3O7, they were able to significantly
raise the critical temperature thus
 developing the cuprate family of super-
conductors. Although these are highly
effective superconductors, the fact that
they are ceramics makes them difficult to
use in electrotechnical applications. All
high-critical-temperature superconduc-
tors are type II superconductors.

The strange magnetic properties
of type II superconductors
In the presence of a magnetic field, type
II superconductors exhibit perfect dia-
magnetism up to certain field Hc1 just like
type I superconductors. Beyond Hc1, how -
ever, type II superconductors enter a mixed
state that allows partial field penetration
up to Hc2 (Figure 1), thereby permitting a
material to be superconducting under a
high magnetic field.
This mixed state resembles an array of
normal-state cores that start to fill the
superconducting material at Hc1 and over.
Each region contains a flux quantum
(2.07·10-15 weber) and is surrounded by a
vortex of superconducting currents
(Figure 2). When the magnetic field increa-
ses, the network densifies until it com-
pletely fills the superconducting material
at Hc2.
The distinction between the two types of
superconductivity is coupled to the
concepts of coherence length � and pene-

tration depth �L, which characterise the
interface between a normal region and a
superconducting region. � represents the
spatial variation of the superconducting
state (i.e. the density of the supercon-
ducting electrons) and �L the London pene-
tration depth of the magnetic field. It is
the ratio of these two characteristic
lengths, known as the Ginzburg-Landau
parameter and written as � (� = �L/�),
that determines which type of supercon-
ductivity is involved. If � < �2/2, the super-
conductor is type I, and if � > �2/2, the
superconductor is type II.
At the interface, the penetration of the
magnetic field, as defined by �L, cor-
responds to an increase in free energy in
the superconducting material, while the
formation of the superconducting state,
characterised by the coherence length, is
related to a decline in free energy. The
interface's energy balance varies with the
ratio �. In type II superconductors, the

Magnetic pattern on the surface 
of a superconductor in mixed state.

Figure 2.
Diagram of a vortex illustrating penetration depth and coherence length.
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Figure 1. 
Average induction in type I and type II superconductors under an externally applied magnetic field.
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mixed state therefore results from the
creation of a large number of interfa-
ces, with each interface corresponding
to a negative energy balance conducive
to superconductivity above the Hc1 field
(Table).

Potential avenues for 
application
Type I superconductivity does not pre-
sent any great potential for new areas
of application. Unfortunately, the criti-
cal temperature that limits supercon-
ductivity applications is very low in the
two superconducting materials that
currently offer real-world applications
i.e. niobium-titanium, NbTi (9.2 K) - the
first superconducting cables in niobium-
titanium alloy were developed in the
early 1960s - and niobium-tin, Nb3Sn
(18 K). These materials have to be
cooled to the temperature of liquid
helium (4.2 K)(2) in order to activate

their superconducting properties. This
 temperature was the first important
milestone towards achieving super-
conductivity at ambient temperature,
which is the ultimate goal.
Type II superconductors can withstand
very strong magnetic fields, and are
also able to carry extraordinarily high
current densities, up to another criti-
cal value that varies with the magnetic
field (Figure 3). This fact heralded the
development of the first superconduc-
ting magnets. The current densities that
can be generated under these condi-
tions are huge in comparison with what
can be achieved with domestic or indus-
trial electrotechnical applications
(around 10 A/mm2).
Since the 1970s, the CEA has been focu-
sing its research on the production of
large-scale intense permanent mag -
netic fields (magnetic confinement of
fusion plasmas, particle physics, medi-
cal imaging). In fact, these are the pre-

dominant applications of type II super-
conductors, mainly NbTi(3), where
superconductivity significantly cuts
down on electric power consumption
despite the cryogenic efficiency of the
facilities - in fact, one watt dissipated
at 4.2 K requires a minimum consump-
tion of 300 W at ambient temperature
in the largest industrial power plants.
While researchers the world over still
dream of developing superconducting
materials that function at room tem-
perature, it would seem that applied
superconductivity will still have to rely
on the use of very low temperature
cooling for the foreseeable future.

BFOCUS

(2) The history of superconductivity actually
goes as far back as William Ramsay who, in
1895, was the first person to isolate helium.
Indeed, where would the science 
of superconductivity be today if it wasn't 
for helium which is the key component 
of the ultra-low cooling process? Note also 
that Kammerlingh-Onnes finally succeeded in
producing liquid helium in 1908 following
unsuccessful attempts by James Dewar in 
the late 19th century, thus paving the way to 
the discovery of superconductivity.

(3) Produced in quantities of around 1,500 
to 2,000 tons per year.

The discovery of high-critical-temperature
superconductivity made it possible 
to see how superconductivity manifests in
the open air in the form of a magnet floating
above a pellet of liquid-nitrogen cooled
YBaCuO, which is now a famous example 
of the effect.
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Table.
Characteristics of some type I and type II superconductors. μ0·Hc1 and μ0·Hc2 represent magnetic inductions, where μ0 is the magnetic permeability
of a vacuum (and of the material in this particular case).

material � (μm) �L (μm) � Tc (K) μ0 · Hc1 (teslas) μ0 · Hc2 (teslas)
0 K 0 K 0 K 0 K

type I Al 1.36 0.05 0.04 1.18 0.010 5
Pb 0.083 0.037 0.5 7.18 0.080 3

type II NbTi 0.005 0.3 60 9.25 0.01 14
Nb3Sn 0.003 6 0.065 18 18 0.017 25.5

YBaCuO plane    0.003 plane    0.8 � 300 93 140
axis c 0.000 6 axis c 0.2
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Figure 3. 
Characteristic critical current densities in relation to a 4.2-K magnetic field 
for the two superconducting materials most widely used, particularly in the manufacture 
of superconducting magnets.
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The origins of magnetism lie in the
properties of electrons as explained

by the laws of quantum physics. Part of
an electron's magnetic properties (spin
magnetism) results from its quantum-
mechanical spin state, while another part
results from the orbital motion of elec-
trons around an atom's nucleus (orbital
magnetism) and from the magnetism of
the nucleus itself (nuclear magnetism).
This is put to use, in particular, for nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging in the medi-
cal field. Magnetism is therefore produ-
ced by electric charges in motion. The
force acting on these charges, called the
Lorentz force, demonstrates the pre-
sence of a magnetic field.
Electrons have an intrinsic magnetic
dipole moment (the magnetic quantum
state being the Bohr magneton), which
can be pictured as an electron's rotatio-
nal motion of spin around itself in one
direction or another, oriented either
upwards or downwards. The spin quan-
tum number (one of the four numbers that
'quantifies' the properties of an electron)
equals 1/2 (+ 1/2 or - 1/2). A pair of elec-
trons can only occupy the same orbital if
they have opposite magnetic dipole
moments.
Each atom acts like a tiny magnet car-
rying an intrinsic magnetic dipole
moment. A nucleus (the neutron and
proton individually have a half-integer
spin) will have a half-integer spin if it has
an odd atomic mass number; zero spin
if the atomic mass number and charge
are even, and an integer spin if the ato-
mic mass number is even and the charge
odd.
On a larger scale, several magnetic
moments can together form magnetic

domains in which all these moments are
aligned in the same direction. These spa-
tial regions are separated by domain
walls. When grouped together, these
domains can themselves form a macro-
scopic-scale magnet (Figure E1). 
The type of magnetism that comes into
play is determined by how these ele-
mentary constituents are ordered, and is
generally associated with three main
categories of material: ferromagnetic,
paramagnetic and diamagnetic. 
Any material that is not diamagnetic is
by definition paramagnetic provided that
its magnetic susceptibility is positive.
However, ferromagnetic materials have
particularly high magnetic susceptibility
and therefore form a separate category.
1. Ferromagnetic materials are formed
of tiny domains inside which atoms exhi-
biting parallel magnetisation tend to align
themselves in the direction of an exter-
nal magnetic field like elementary dipo-
les. In fact, the magnetic moments of
each atom can align themselves sponta-
neously within these domains, even in
the absence of an external magnetic field.
Applying an external field triggers domain
wall movement that tends to strengthen
the applied field. If this field exceeds a
certain value, the domain most closely
oriented with the direction of the applied
field will tend to grow at the expense of
the other domains, eventually occupying
the material's whole volume. If the field
diminishes, the domain walls will move,
but not symmetrically as the walls can-
not fully reverse back to their original
positions. This results in remanent
magnetisation, which is an important fea-
ture of naturally occurring magnetite, or
of magnets themselves. 

The whole process forms a hysteresis
loop, i.e. when the induced field is plot-
ted against the applied field it traces out
a hysteresis curve or loop where the sur-
face area represents the amount of
energy lost during the irreversible part
of the process (Figure E2). In order to
cancel out the induced field, a coercive
field has to be applied: the materials used
to make artificial permanent magnets
have a high coercivity. 
Ferromagnetic materials generally have
a zero total magnetic moment as the
domains are all oriented in different direc-
tions. This ferromagnetism disappears
above a certain temperature, which is
known as the Curie Temperature or Curie
point.
The magnetic properties of a given mate-
rial stem from the way the electrons in
the metallic cores of a material or of a
transition metal complex collectively cou-
ple their spins as this results in all their
spin moments being aligned in the same
direction. 
Materials whose atoms are widely dis-
tributed throughout their crystal struc-
ture tend to better align these elemen-
tary magnets via a coupling effect. This
category of materials, which is charac-
terised by a very high positive magnetic

The different types of magnetism
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Figure E2. 
The induction B of a magnetic material by a coil
is not proportional to its magnetic excitation
(field H). While the initial magnetisation forms
an OsS-type curve, shown in blue in the figure,
it reaches saturation at point s. Only a partial
induction is retained if the field approaches
zero; this remanent induction can only be
cancelled out by reversing the magnetic field 
to a "coercive" field value. This hysteresis loop
illustrates the losses due to "friction" between
the magnetic domains shown on the area
bounded by the magnetisation and
demagnetisation curves.

Figure E1.
Intrinsic magnetic dipole moments have parallel alignment in ferromagnetic materials (a), 
anti-parallel alignment but zero magnetisation in antiferromagnetic materials (b), and anti-parallel
alignment with unequal moments in ferrimagnetic materials (c).
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susceptibility, includes iron, cobalt and
nickel and their alloys, steels in particu-
lar, and some of their compounds, and, to
a lesser extent, some rare earth metals
and alloys with large crystal lattices, and
certain combinations of elements that do
not themselves belong to this category. In
ferrimagnetic materials, the magnetic
domains group into an anti-parallel align-
ment but retain a non-zero magnetic
moment even in the absence of an exter-
nal field. Examples include magnetite,
ilmenite and iron oxides. Ferrimagnetism
is a feature of materials containing two
types of atoms that behave as tiny magnets
with magnetic moments of unequal magni-
tude and anti-parallel alignment. Anti-
ferromagnetism occurs when the sum of
a material's parallel and anti-parallel
moments is zero (e.g. chromium or hae-
matite). In fact, when atoms are in a close
configuration, the most stable magnetic
arrangement is an anti-parallel alignment
as each magnet balances out its neigh-
bour so to speak (Figure E1). 
2. Paramagnetic materials behave in a
similar way to ferromagnetic materials,
although to a far lesser degree (they have
a positive but very weak magnetic sus-
ceptibility of around 10- 3). Each atom in a
paramagnetic material has a non-zero
magnetic moment. In the presence of an
external magnetic field, the magnetic
moments align up, thus amplifying this
field. However, this effect decreases as
temperature rises since the thermal agi-
tation disrupts the alignment of the ele-
mentary dipoles. Paramagnetic materials
lose their magnetisation as soon as they
are released from the magnetic field. Most
metals, including alloys comprising ferro-
magnetic elements are paramagnetic, as

are certain minerals such as pegmatite. 
3. Diamagnetic materials exhibit a nega-
tive and an extremely weak magnetic sus-
ceptibility of around 10- 5. The magnetisa-
tion induced by a magnetic field acts in the
opposite direction to this field and tends
to head away from field lines towards areas
of lower field strengths. A perfect diama-
gnetic material would offer maximum
resistance to an external magnetic field
and exhibit zero permeability. Metals such
as silver, gold, copper, mercury or lead,
plus quartz, graphite, the noble gases and
the majority of organic compounds are all
diamagnetic materials. 
In fact, all materials exhibit diamagnetic
properties to a greater or lesser extent,
resulting from changes in the orbital
motion of electrons around atoms in
response to an external magnetic field, an
effect that disappears once the external
field is removed. As Michael Faraday sho-
wed all that time ago, all substances can
be "magnetised" to a greater or lesser
degree provided that they are placed within
a sufficiently intense magnetic field. 

Electromagnetism
It was the Danish physicist Hans Christian
Ørsted, professor at the University of
Copenhagen, who, in 1820, was first to dis-
cover the relationship between the hitherto
separate fields of electricity and magne-
tism. Ørsted showed that a compass needle
was deflected when an electric current
passed through a wire, before Faraday had
formulated the physical law that carries
his name: the magnetic field produced is
proportional to the intensity of the current.
Magnetostatics is the study of static
magnetic fields, i.e. fields which do not
vary with time.

Magnetic and electric fields together form
the two components of electromagnetism.
Electromagnetic waves can move freely
through space, and also through most
materials at pretty much every frequency
band (radio waves, microwaves, infrared,
visible light, ultraviolet light, X-rays and
gamma rays). Electromagnetic fields the-
refore combine electric and magnetic force
fields that may be natural (the Earth's
magnetic field) or man-made (low fre-
quencies such as electric power trans-
mission lines and cables, or higher fre-
quencies such as radio waves (including
cell phones) or television.
Mathematically speaking, the basic laws
of electromagnetism can be summarised
in the four Maxwell equations (or Maxwell-
Lorentz equations) which can be used to
provide a coherent description of all elec-
tromagnetic phenomena from electrosta-
tics and magnetostatics to electromagne-
tic wave propagation. James Clerk Maxwell
set out these laws in 1873, thirty-two years
before Albert Einstein incorporated the
theory of electromagnetism in his special
theory of relativity, which explained the
incompatibilities with the laws of classi-
cal physics. 
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A Transrapid train using magnetic levitation arriving at the Long Yang bus station in Shanghai (China).
This German-built high-speed, monorail train was commissioned in 2004 to service the rail link 

to Pudong international airport. 

Close-up of the magnets used to guide 
and power the train.



The Earth has its own magnetic field,
which acts like a giant magnet.

Geomagnetism is the name given to the
study of this field, which can be roughly
described as a centred dipole whose axis
is offset from the Earth's axis of rotation
by an angle of about 11.5°. This angle
varies over time in response to move-
ments in the Earth's core (Figure). The
angle between the direction of the magne-
tic and geographic north poles, called the

magnetic declination, varies at different
points on the Earth's surface. The angle
that the magnetic field vector makes with
the horizontal plane at any point on the
Earth's surface is called the magnetic
inclination. 
This centred dipole exhibits magnetic field
lines that run between the north and south
poles. These field lines convergent and
lie vertical to the Earth's surface at two
points known as the magnetic poles,
which are currently located in Canada and
Adélie Land. Compass needles align
themselves with the magnetic north pole
(which corresponds to the south pole of
the 'magnet' at the Earth's core).
The Earth's magnetic field is a result of
the dynamo effect generated by move-
ments in the planet's core, and is fairly
weak at around 0.5 gauss, i.e. 5 10-5 tesla
(this is the value in Paris, for example).
The magnetic north pole actually 'wan-
ders' over the surface of the Earth, chan-
ging its location by up to a hundred kilo-
metres every year. Despite its weakness,
the Earth's dipolar field nevertheless
screen the Earth from charged particles
and protect all life on the planet from the
harmful effects of cosmic radiation. In
common with other planets in our solar
system, (Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune), the Earth is surrounded by
a magnetosphere that shields its surface

from solar wind, although this solar wind
does manage to distort the Earth's
magnetic field lines. 
The Earth’s magnetic field is far from uni-
form. It is affected by magnetic anoma-
lies which show up as variations in the
magnetic field in relation to the global
magnetic field. These anomalies can be
quite large, affecting areas on a regional
scale. One example is the South Atlantic
anomaly, which affects the amount of cos-
mic radiation reaching the passengers
and crew of any plane and spacecraft led
to cross it. 
The Earth's magnetic field has other, wea-
ker, non-dipolar components whose
effects are superimposed on the main
dipole, but have far shorter time cons-
tants and so do not have any significant
effect beyond the Earth's surface. 
The Earth's magnetic field has fluctua-
ted strongly over the course of geologi-
cal time, suffering periods of major insta-
bility that occur with no observable
regularity, and has experienced repeated
reversals of its polarity. All this can be
confirmed by studying the igneous or sedi-
mentary sequences that accumulate on
ocean floors. Both these rock types have
the ability to acquire and lock in a magne-
tisation oriented parallel to the ambient
geomagnetic field that existed at the time
they cooled to their Curie temperature
(Curie point), just below 500°C. These
rocks can therefore be used to chart the
polarity of the magnetic field that existed
at the Earth's surface during this cooling
period (or during their deposition as tiny
magnetic sediment grains). This pheno-
menon, called magnetic remanence, was
pivotal to the development of the field of
paleomagnetism. The direction of the
remanent field, which may be completely
different from the present-day local field,
provides a record of the polarity of the
local field at the time the rock was for-
med. Volcanic rocks are first forced
through the Earth's crust at a tempera-
ture higher than the Curie point of their
constituent minerals. As they cool, they
recross this Curie point and their consti-
tuent grains become magnetised in the
direction of the ambient field. While sedi-
mentary rocks are less sensitive to rema-
nent magnetisation, any magnetic grains
they contain will be magnetised in the
direction of the Earth's magnetic field in
existence at the time of their deposition.

Ocean floor sediments are particularly
rich in magnetic minerals, the easiest of
which to identify is the famous magne-
tite. This magnetisation is proportional to
field strength and does not vary at stan-
dard temperatures. Other factors affec-
ting remanent magnetisation include
continuous action of the Earth's magne-
tic field, transient high-energy fields (due
to lightning, for instance), and crystalli-
sation processes, which can modify both
the strength and direction of the magne-
tic field locked into the magnetic mine-
ral grains. 

Reversals and excursions 
in the Earth's magnetic field
The Earth's magnetic field records two
types of instability, reversals and excur-
sions. Reversals occur when the north
and south magnetic poles switch pola-
rity, an event that last took place some
790,000 years ago. This type of reversal
was first suggested in France in 1906 by
the geophysicist Bernard Bruhnes, but it
was not until the 1960s that research star-
ted to pick up pace and confirm that these
reversals were a global manifestation of
the Earth's magnetic field. In particular,
it was shown that these reversals were
both erratic and unpredictable, alterna-
ting long periods of stable field polarity
(lasting hundred thousand of years) with
shorter periods of rapid field reversal (las-
ting just a few thousand years). It was also
shown that the reversal rate had increa-
sed over the last hundred million years,
from one reversal at the beginning of this
period to four reversals per million years
over the last five million years. This would
seem to suggest that the current period
of 'normal' polarity is 'abnormally' long.  
Geomagnetic excursions are simply shor-
ter bursts of instability. While, like rever-
sals, the polarity of the Earth's magnetic
field flips over, it flips back to its initial
polarity just as quickly. Research conduc-
ted by the Climate and Environmental
Sciences Laboratory (LSCE, CEA-CNRS-
Versailles-Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines
University) has demonstrated that excur-
sion periods generally run for about
1,500 years, thus providing preliminary
confirmation of the theory suggested by
English geophysicist David Gubbins,
according to which excursions only occur
in the Earth's external liquid outer core
and not in its inner solid core. 

The Earth’s magnetic field, weak but vital 
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